In a recent Financial Mail article titled ‘Wealth plan for
the future’, the Alexander Forbes Performer portfolio was
quoted as being “the closest fund to a universal default”.
Great investment outcomes are often just
the culmination of good results for a long
period of time.
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For many trustees and retirement fund members,
Performer is the go-to portfolio used in the growth
phase of the retirement or long-term savings journey.
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This is because it has been tested against different
market cycles and consistently delivered competitive
return streams which, in turn, have compounded into
superior long-term performance for investors.
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For over two decades, we’ve dedicated our collective
knowledge, skill and world-class multi-management
capabilities to select and blend multiple,
complementary asset managers into Performer.
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Today, Performer is optimally blended across different
asset classes and styles of money management, giving
clients access to the brightest and most differentiated
investment opportunities wherever they exist in the
world, and at the best deal.
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*Alexander Forbes Manager Watch

A powerful relationship
Through our strategic relationship with Mercer, Performer
exclusively brings clients the power, reach and efficiency of
Mercer’s global footprint. Performer has access to broader,
more diversified global investment opportunities and
investment line-ups not available locally, delivering better
global investment propositions to investors at better value.

Performer is more than just a portfolio
- it’s a compelling investment solution

Making investing for your goals simpler, smoother
and safer
At any point in time, Performer’s structure is a reflection of our
best ideas, cost-effectively accessed and nimbly implemented
on behalf of our clients.
Our clients have responded to the winning approach behind
Performer by entrusting us with over R170 billion of assets
through our advisory and multi-managed investment solutions.
This is a clear signal of the enormous value placed in
Performer’s ability to deliver on their investment success.

There has never been a better time to shift from
average to exceptional. If you are looking for consistent,
competitive returns, reduced risk and lower costs,
contact Alexander Forbes today and discover the
extraordinary. Your employees will thank you for it.

Give us a call or email us:
Nic Campbell: 083 393 0001
campbellni@aforbes.com
Gavin Schmidt: 082 312 6437
schmidtg@aforbes.com

DISCLAIMER
Alexander Forbes Investments Limited is a licensed financial services provider, in terms of section 8 of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002, as amended,
FAIS licence number 711. This information is not advice, as defined and contemplated in the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002, as amended. The value of a
portfolio can go down, as well as up, as a result of changes in the value of the underlying investments, or of currency movement. An investor may not recoup the full amount invested.
All policies issued or underwritten by Alexander Forbes Investments are linked policies, under which no guarantees are issued. The policy benefits are determined solely on the value of
the assets, or categories of assets, to which the policies are linked. Past performance is not necessarily an indication of future performance. Forecasts and examples are for illustrative
purposes only and are not guaranteed to occur. Any projections contained in the information are estimates only and are not guaranteed to occur. Such projections are subject to
market influences and contingent on matters outside the control of Alexander Forbes Investments, so may not be realised in the future. Please be advised that there may be supervised
representatives. Company registration number: 1997/000595/06. Pension Fund Administrator number: 24/217. Insurer number: 10/10/1/155. Postal address: PO Box 786055,
Sandton 2146. Physical address: 115 West Street, Sandown 2196. Telephone number: +27 (0) 11 505 6000. The complaints policy and conflict of interest management policy can be
found on the Alexander Forbes Investments website: www.alexanderforbesinvestments.co.za.
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